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What should I expect?What should I expect?

Egotism Egotism -- Your child feels Your child feels 
like the center of the world like the center of the world 
and believes everything in and believes everything in 
the world revolves around the world revolves around 
him.him.

Independence Independence -- Your child Your child 
wants to dress himself and wants to dress himself and 
help you with chores. Be help you with chores. Be 
patient as your child patient as your child 
practices his new skills.practices his new skills.



Okay, what else is typical?Okay, what else is typical?
““Why?Why?”” -- Your child is trying to Your child is trying to 
learn all about her environment. learn all about her environment. 
Take the time to help your child Take the time to help your child 
learn about what causes the learn about what causes the 
events happening around her.events happening around her.

SocialitySociality --Your child is learning Your child is learning 
to be a good friend to other to be a good friend to other 
children his age. Preschool, children his age. Preschool, 
daycare, and play groups are daycare, and play groups are 
perfect opportunities to learn perfect opportunities to learn 
important social skills.important social skills.



So, a preschooler isSo, a preschooler is……..
Listening Listening -- Your child must learn to Your child must learn to 
listen to others with interest. You can listen to others with interest. You can 
model this behavior by actively listening model this behavior by actively listening 
when they tell you about their day.when they tell you about their day.

Motor Skills Motor Skills -- Your child is learning Your child is learning 
complex movements, such as hopping, complex movements, such as hopping, 
climbing, and skipping. Let your child climbing, and skipping. Let your child 
practice these skills and make it fun!practice these skills and make it fun!



ItIt’’s normal, then, for my child to s normal, then, for my child to 
bebe……

AdventurousAdventurous --Your child can be Your child can be 
very active! Make sure to provide very active! Make sure to provide 
helmets when riding tricycles and helmets when riding tricycles and 
do regular safety checks on play do regular safety checks on play 
equipment.equipment.

Language Language -- Your childYour child’’s s 
pronunciation will likely improve, pronunciation will likely improve, 
but donbut don’’t be alarmed if she t be alarmed if she 
occasionally omits a word.occasionally omits a word.



What else should I look for?What else should I look for?
Principles Principles ---- Your child is learning Your child is learning 
the difference between right and the difference between right and 
wrong. Set firm and consistent wrong. Set firm and consistent 
limits for your child.limits for your child.

Reality vs. Fantasy Reality vs. Fantasy -- Your child Your child 
must learn the difference between must learn the difference between 
reality and fantasy. By the end of reality and fantasy. By the end of 
the preschool years, she should the preschool years, she should 
have a better understanding of have a better understanding of 
past, present, and future.past, present, and future.



A few faults are typical.A few faults are typical.

Phobias Phobias -- New fears to unfamiliar New fears to unfamiliar 
sights and sounds may appear and sights and sounds may appear and 
are common at this age. Be are common at this age. Be 
supportive and try to ease irrational supportive and try to ease irrational 
fears.fears.

Poor Sportsmanship Poor Sportsmanship -- Your child Your child 
will learn to follow simple rules in will learn to follow simple rules in 
games, but she will always want to games, but she will always want to 
win and be first.win and be first.



I shouldnI shouldn’’t be surprised ift be surprised if……

Highly ImpressionableHighly Impressionable -- Your child Your child 
is heavily influenced by what he is heavily influenced by what he 
sees. It is important to actively sees. It is important to actively 
supervise what your child is exposed supervise what your child is exposed 
to on TV and in the real world.to on TV and in the real world.

Sexual CuriositySexual Curiosity -- It is normal for It is normal for 
your child to engage in sexual your child to engage in sexual 
exploration. Help your child learn exploration. Help your child learn 
what is appropriate.what is appropriate.



Effective discipline toolkitEffective discipline toolkit

Respect : Respect : Your child should be able Your child should be able 
to respect your authority. Nameto respect your authority. Name--
calling, shouting, and humiliating calling, shouting, and humiliating 
will make it hard for your child to will make it hard for your child to 
respect and trust you.respect and trust you.

Consistency :Consistency : Discipline thatDiscipline that’’s not s not 
consistent is confusing to your child. consistent is confusing to your child. 
Inconsistency can sometimes Inconsistency can sometimes 
reinforce bad behaviors and make reinforce bad behaviors and make 
sure they are repeated.sure they are repeated.



Effective discipline toolkitEffective discipline toolkit
Fairness :Fairness : Your child needs to see Your child needs to see 
discipline as being fair. Consequences discipline as being fair. Consequences 
should be related to behavior.should be related to behavior.

YouYou : : As a parent, you have a special As a parent, you have a special 
bond with your child. If you teach your bond with your child. If you teach your 
child discipline with respect, and make child discipline with respect, and make 
it consistent and fair, youit consistent and fair, you’’ll have lasting ll have lasting 
positive effects on your child.positive effects on your child.



““I hate you!I hate you!””
Children can learn to manipulate their Children can learn to manipulate their 
parents through parentsparents through parents’’ emotions. To emotions. To 
change the behavior, ignore the change the behavior, ignore the 
negative statement and maintain your negative statement and maintain your 
expectations.expectations.

DonDon’’t give attention to the behavior, it t give attention to the behavior, it 
only reinforces the behavior. When your only reinforces the behavior. When your 
child does what he is told, provide child does what he is told, provide 
positive feedback. positive feedback. 

DonDon’’t get caught up in your childt get caught up in your child’’s s 
negativity.negativity.



““DonDon’’t Look at Me!t Look at Me!””
Your child is beginning to Your child is beginning to 
develop a sense of privacy.develop a sense of privacy.

They can use this to try to They can use this to try to 
control you and get out of control you and get out of 
doing somethingdoing something

Allow your child privacy when Allow your child privacy when 
appropriate, but explain to appropriate, but explain to 
your child that there are times your child that there are times 
when you have to look at him.when you have to look at him.



HittingHitting

Ignore and reIgnore and re--direct this negative direct this negative 
behavior.behavior.

DonDon’’t discuss it, dont discuss it, don’’t bring attention t bring attention 
to the behavior.to the behavior.

Never hit back, it models negative Never hit back, it models negative 
behavior and creates anger and behavior and creates anger and 
resentment in your child.resentment in your child.



DefianceDefiance

Your child now has a stronger and Your child now has a stronger and 
more secure identity and defiance more secure identity and defiance 
is how he asserts himself.is how he asserts himself.

Be understanding, show him Be understanding, show him 
youyou’’re on his side and not part of re on his side and not part of 
the problem.the problem.



DefianceDefiance

Set limits Set limits –– your child needs and your child needs and 
wants limits. Set them and make wants limits. Set them and make 
sure your child know what they sure your child know what they 
are.are.

Reinforce positive behavior Reinforce positive behavior –– catch catch 
her acting appropriately. A simple her acting appropriately. A simple 
““thanks for putting away your thanks for putting away your 
shoesshoes”” can go a long way to can go a long way to 
encouraging her to do more of the encouraging her to do more of the 
same.same.



DefianceDefiance

DonDon’’t give a tonguet give a tongue--lashing. Your lashing. Your 
child already feels bad, you donchild already feels bad, you don’’t t 
want to make him feel worse, it want to make him feel worse, it 
wonwon’’t make him do better.t make him do better.

Be consistent! A child is least Be consistent! A child is least 
likely to act out when they know likely to act out when they know 
what to expect from you.what to expect from you.



Temper TantrumsTemper Tantrums
Careful planning may prevent. Careful planning may prevent. (Keeping (Keeping 
a snack and water with you can curb a snack and water with you can curb 
hungerhunger--based tantrums.)based tantrums.)

Store knickStore knick--knacks and breakables out knacks and breakables out 
of grasp to avoid a battle of wills.of grasp to avoid a battle of wills.

Try to eliminate unnecessary trips. If you Try to eliminate unnecessary trips. If you 
must take your child with you, keep the must take your child with you, keep the 
trip short and praise your child when she trip short and praise your child when she 
acts appropriately.acts appropriately.



Temper TantrumsTemper Tantrums
Keep your child securely Keep your child securely 
strapped in the shopping cart strapped in the shopping cart 
and stay out of toy aislesand stay out of toy aisles

If you recognize the signs of an If you recognize the signs of an 
oncoming tantrum, abandon your oncoming tantrum, abandon your 
activity and focus on the needs activity and focus on the needs 
of your child.of your child.



Time OutTime Out
In a firm but quiet voice, tell your In a firm but quiet voice, tell your 
child nochild no
Take your child quietly by the Take your child quietly by the 
forearm and lead him to a step, forearm and lead him to a step, 
chair, or a quiet spacechair, or a quiet space

Your child can help design a Your child can help design a 
““QuietQuiet--down placedown place”” It may have a It may have a 
pillow or blanket and some books.pillow or blanket and some books.
If your child refuses to go to time If your child refuses to go to time 
out, sit there yourself as a model out, sit there yourself as a model 
of appropriate behaviorof appropriate behavior



Time OutTime Out

Your child should sit until Your child should sit until 
settled and quiet, then 5 to 10 settled and quiet, then 5 to 10 
seconds longer. Ignore your seconds longer. Ignore your 
childchild’’s behavior until they are s behavior until they are 
settled. Alternatively, you can settled. Alternatively, you can 
put your child in time out for put your child in time out for 
one minute for each year of age one minute for each year of age 
(4 years old = 4 minutes)(4 years old = 4 minutes)



Time OutTime Out

DonDon’’t ask your child if theyt ask your child if they’’re ready to re ready to 
be moved from time out or let it end at be moved from time out or let it end at 
their request. You must observe their their request. You must observe their 
quiet behavior, then release your child quiet behavior, then release your child 
to do a directed activity.to do a directed activity.

Once your child is listening and doing Once your child is listening and doing 
as told, provide positive feedbackas told, provide positive feedback

Be consistent!Be consistent!



Positive StrategiesPositive Strategies
EmpowerEmpower –– provide opportunities provide opportunities 
for your child to make her own for your child to make her own 
choices to use some newchoices to use some new--found found 
autonomy in a controlled autonomy in a controlled 
environment. Let her choose environment. Let her choose 
between two shirts you picked out, between two shirts you picked out, 
or two veggies at dinner. Tell her or two veggies at dinner. Tell her 
what she can do, not what she what she can do, not what she 
cancan’’t.t.

Choose your battles Choose your battles -- Sometimes Sometimes 
itit’’s easier to look the other way.s easier to look the other way.



Positive StrategiesPositive Strategies
Distract and DivertDistract and Divert –– Avoid Avoid 
situations that might spark your situations that might spark your 
childchild’’s defiant streak. Use distraction s defiant streak. Use distraction 
to avoid potential problems.to avoid potential problems.

Respect Age and StageRespect Age and Stage –– When When 
you ask your child to do something, you ask your child to do something, 
make sure she knows how to do it. make sure she knows how to do it. 
Sometimes what looks like defiance Sometimes what looks like defiance 
is the inability to follow through on a is the inability to follow through on a 
task thattask that’’s too difficult. s too difficult. 



Positive StrategiesPositive Strategies

Respect Their World Respect Their World –– Keep in Keep in 
mind the way your child perceives mind the way your child perceives 
time (or doesntime (or doesn’’t). Give her a few t). Give her a few 
minutes to change gears, instead minutes to change gears, instead 
of expecting her to jump from one of expecting her to jump from one 
activity to another.activity to another.

Give informationGive information –– Make sure Make sure 
your child knows the rules your child knows the rules 
BEFORE they are punished for BEFORE they are punished for 
certain behaviorcertain behavior



Keep in MindKeep in Mind……

You must outlast your childYou must outlast your child’’s s 
protesting. If you donprotesting. If you don’’t, you just tell t, you just tell 
them how demanding they must be to them how demanding they must be to 
get what they want next time. get what they want next time. 

As long as youAs long as you’’re patient and re patient and 
consistent, your child will eventually consistent, your child will eventually 
learn that defiance isnlearn that defiance isn’’t the way to get t the way to get 
what he wants.what he wants.



DisciplineDiscipline……
……doesndoesn’’t mean controlling t mean controlling 

your child. your child. 

It means teaching your It means teaching your 
child to control himself.child to control himself.
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